Greetings!
Not sure how y’all are handling our new way of life. Doing things via the cyber world,
regardless of how we feel about it, is the way to stay involved right now. I met up with
Paul Armentor yesterday at Backbone training to use zoom for meetings! Who’d have
ever thought I’d entertain idea of doing meetings on zoom? SO - let me re-iterate there
are multitudes of opportunities for actions, webinars, involvement on 350Wenatchee
website and I will continue to put things there. Whether it’s Greenpeace, XR, 350,
Sierra Club, Fire Drill Fridays, Move-On, Friends of Earth, STAND or whatever
organization just know right now it is important to collectively send our voices to
federal legislators and representatives as they prepare to spend $1.5-$2 trillion dollars our tax dollars. They are meeting again as I type this note. We have the opportunity to
change the future instead of repeating 2008 bail-outs! Please participate in actions
which come to your inbox, pick up the phone and/or email as well.
I am collecting quite a list of Chase personnel, positions and contact info. They are
certainly in a position of leadership to facilitate this change! Instead of re-opening
Jordan Cove, pushing through Coastal Gas pipeline and so much more. Does anyone
know if our State Treasurer is in charge of state pension funds?
In the KOHO interview a few days ago, it was clear we will be looking to provide
answers to “what can I do” an individual. Think about it - send a short list to either Sue
Kane or myself.
I will not clog up your email, but will stay in touch. If you have an interest in connecting
via zoom, let me know. Not sure if it is useful or invasive - you can decide. I will need
to learn it so your patience will be needed.
Appreciate seeing spring beauties and yellow bells finally on my walk yesterday!
“Flowers are nature’s way of saying “Cheer up, it’s spring!”

